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Melodic representation � what is left after the 80s-90s battle ? 
 
(1)  General landscape 
 a. The empirical focus of linguists changes over time in quite unpredictable fashion. A 

recurrent motivation for switching to another thematic field seems to be desperation: 
when a theory turns without gaining ground and no fresh data can help, people leave 
it as it is and turn to another area, either empirically or theoretically speaking. 
Anderson (1985): going back and forth between computation and representation. 

  1. In the 70s and early 80s, phonologists were concerned with computation 
(abstractness � concreteness, rule ordering, Lexical Phonology). 

  2. Following the autosegmental revolution, they then switched to representations, 
especially to the internal structure of segments: all individual theories of the 80s 
are based on and differentiated by contrasting assumptions on segmental structure: 
Feature Geometry, Dependency Phonology, Particle Phonology, Government 
Phonology (only Lexical Phonology is agnostic here). 

  3. By the late 80s/ early 90s, arguments were exchanged, and advances either on the 
empirical or on the conceptual side were rare (except perhaps in Government 
Phonology). Since the early 90s, the focus is back on computation (OT, 
Declarative Phonology). In OT, representations as an autonomous referee of 
grammaticality have been evacuated altogether: the arbitral award of 
autosegmental representations is always outranked by the constraint chamber; 
most of the time, there are no segmental representations left at all: *[dorsal] and 
the like are not representations since they cannot be ill-formed. 

 b. the revenge of structuralism 
  1. basic structuralist idea: the system 

a sound is not a linguistic object by itself. It becomes a linguistic object only if it 
contracts a relation with other sounds. It properties are defined by these relations, 
i.e. by its systemic properties. If the system changes, the properties of individual 
sounds also change, even though they may be phonetically unmodified. Therefore, 
a sound may not be studied without looking at the other sounds present in the 
system. Systemic pressure exists. 

  2. generative phonology has always ignored (neglected, refused, denied�) this 
insight. Sounds are studied by themselves and for themselves without any 
reference to the system. The only influence they are subject to comes from the 
context. The same sound in different systems has identical properties. 

  3. both the structuralist and the generative view is wrong in isolation: sound varies 
according to contextual and systemic pressure. Phonological structure and 
processes are the result of both universal and language-specific properties. 

  4. recent rediscovery of structuralist thinking in generative phonology 
   - one incursion in the late 80s: contrastive underspecification (Steriade 1987, 

Clements 1988 et Archangeli 1988). 
   - Government Phonology in the 90s: development of Licensing constraints at 

SOAS (Kaye 2000,2001, Charette & Göksel 1994,1996, see the summary in 
Scheer 2003). 

   - Grounded Constraints in OT: phonological events have exclusively non-
phonological causes: functional, phonetic, psycho-linguistic etc. (Hayes 1999, 
Steriade 1997, Hayes et al. 2004, Beckman 1997). This motivates for example 
constraints against the loss of contrast. 
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   - Clements (2001,2002): statistic measures on cross-linguistic systems plus 
minimalist construction of feature-geometric trees ("build only if you need to"). 
For example, [f] is significantly more frequent in systems where [v] is also 
present: both sounds "support" each other. Minimalist construction introduces 
some kind of privativity. 

   variable explicitness of the structuralist issue: mention and discussion in 
Clements' work, simple mention of some references but no discussion of the issue 
in OT, no mention nor discussion in GP. 

 
(2)  things that are fairly consensual today and will still be relevant 20 years form now 
 a. the same set of primes for vowels and consonants. 
 b. the existence of a dominance relation among melodic primes (dependency, Licensing 

Constraints, tree�). 
As everywhere else, the 80s have paid a lot of attention to the representational side, 
while neglecting the computational issue, i.e. the relation among primes, and their 
interaction with the primes themselves. Licensing Constraints are on the way� 

 c. the implementation of melodic primes into autosegmental representations. 
 
Issues under debate 
 
(3)  privativity vs. binarity 

privativity has won de facto, even though this has never been made explicit; binarity 
survives only because of tradition, e.g. in OT where representations do not matter 
anyway (see Scheer 2004;§309). 

 a. privativity: there is no negative specification for properties that are absent. 
 b. privativity is the grounding for many classical theories: Dependency Phonology 

where it has been invented (Anderson & Jones 1974), Government Phonology, 
Particle Phonology. 

 c. in Feature Geometry, privativity runs under the label of Underspecification (summary 
in Steriade 1995). No credit has ever been given to privativity (or the word 
pronounced) in the underspecification literature. 
Clements' (2001) minimalist trees are de facto underspecified and hence privative. 

 d. standard arguments 
  - against binary systems: sth that isn't there cannot spread, hence the fact that 

nasality spreads in many languages but non-nasality never does, is predicted. On 
the binary account on the contrary processes whereby nasal objects are turned into 
non-nasal ones should exist. 

  - against privative systems: they are unable to characterize the set of high vowels as 
a natural class. The only thing that [i,u,y] share is the absence of A. 

 
(4)  general melodic architecture: 
 a. the SOAS project of reducing the number of primes, from 10 (1985) to 5 (revised 

model of elements, difficult to provide a global quote, Kaye and Charette haven't 
produced any text, though see f) below). 

 b. motivation: overgeneration. Everybody I believe is sympathetic with the project and 
its goal � the way it is implemented however raises a number of questions and may 
not be consensual. 

 c. overall strategy: 
- encode melodic information structurally, rather than as primes. 
- add a structural relation among primes: Licensing Constraints. 
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 d. observation: out of the 10 original primes, Manner primes are singled out for attack: 
?, h, N, ATR, see (8) below. Nobody has ever thought of getting rid of the Place 
definers I,A,U. I will come back to this natural imbalance: Place is the only thing that 
is shared by all segments, and I believe it is the only thing that complexity counts. 

 e. representation of Place � some fairly uncontroversial advances since 1990 
  - R is dead. 
  - A (co-)defines dentals, or rather a subset thereof: 

- all obstruents [t,d,s,z], but not sonorants [r,l,n]: revised model. 
- fricatives [s,z] and sonorants [r,l,n], but not stops [t,d], which are empty: Scheer 

(1999,2004). 
- "classical plus [r]": only [r] has A � Harris (1994). 

  - gutturals are (co-)defined by A. 
  - a controversial one: the representation of velars [k,g,x,ɣ], see (9) below. 
 f. some proposals that cover the entire consonantal space: 
  - the revised model (Kaye 2000,2001, Charette & Göksel 1994,1996 and 

Cobb1997). 
  - Harris & Lindsey (1995) 
  - Cyran (1994) 
  - Weijer (1994) 
  - Rennison & Neubarth (2003,ms) 
  - Scheer (1996,1999,2004) 
 
(5)  complexity � the most significant advance 
 a. John Harris� notion of segmental complexity allows to derive sonority, a non-

observational property of sound, from independent considerations (regular segmental 
alternations) and hence frees the discussion from circularity. 

 b. sonority is a non-observational property of sound: no phonetic (acoustic or 
articulatory) measure allows to rank a given sound on the sonority scale. The only 
way to determine the sonority value of a sound is to observe its phonological 
behaviour. For example "does or does not participate in final devoicing", "may or 
may not occur as the second member of a branching Onset", "does or does not close 
the syllable", "has spontaneous vs. non-spontaneous voicing" etc. 

 c. all codings of sonority that are not based on complexity are circular: 
- how do we know that a sound is a sonorant? Because it bears [+son]. 
- how do we know that a sound bears [+son]? Because it is a sonorant. 
This is true for all codings that use features, and for Charm as well: there is no reason 
why the vectors of non-spontaneous voicing, L and H, have been chosen for bearing 
negative Charm, rather than any other element. The only reason was to guarantee that 
obstruents which are the only sounds that bear L,H, have negative Charm, and to 
make follow syllabification from Charm. 

 d. complexity does away with circularity: sonorancy is calculated by looking at a formal 
property of sound that is established on grounds which are entirely independent from 
the set of observations that determine whether a sound is a sonorant or not. 
Under the rule of complexity, every move you make regarding the internal structure 
of consonants has a consequence for their sonority. Before, you could say whatever 
you wanted regarding place and manner, there were no consequences on sonority. 
Now there are. 
Complexity has established a link between regular segmental alternations and 
sonority. If you want to establish one, you have to discuss the other.  
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 e. complexity is a FORMAL property of sound. It is therefore modality-independent. 
Modality independence is a condition on autonomous phonology: human speech is 
vocal only by accident. Grammar sits in the brain and does not care how it is 
transmitted from one brain to another � the only thing it cares for is THAT there is 
secure transmission. The regular channel is vocal, but we know that there is at least 
one other possible channel when vocal transmission is corrupted for physiological 
impairment: sign language. 
There is good reason to believe that signs have an internal structure, and that they are 
organised in syllables (Perlmutter 1992, Sandler 1993, Hulst 2000). Since syllable 
structure depends on sonority on any account, signs must be more or less sonorous. 
This however is impossible because only sounds are more or less sonorous. Any 
structure, however, is more or less complex. Hence complexity is a condition on 
modality independence. 

 f. complexity supposes privativity: all feature-geometric trees are equally complex 
since they bear the same number of primes and branches. 

 
(6)  are sonorants or obstruents the heavy (= complex) guys ? 

this question is related to the headedness of syllabic constituents: uncontroversially, the 
head of a structure must be more complex (or at least not less complex) than the 
dependent. 
Hence the question of complexity is transposed into one of headedness: if in a branching 
Onset TR the obstruent is the head, it must be the heavy guy; if the sonorant is the head, 
it must be the heavy guy. 

 a. classical view in GP since Harris (1990) (but also outside GP: Dogil 1988): 
obstruents are heads, sonorants dependents. Hence 
sonorants = light 
obstruents = heavy 
the more complex the less sonorous 
syllable structure in Standard GP depends on this. If it happens not to be true, the 
entire syllabic system of Standard GP crashes. 

 b. reverse view: sonorants are heads, obstruents dependents. Hence 
sonorants = heavy 
obstruents = light 
logic: within all constituents, the most sonorous item is the head: syllable, Nucleus, 
Coda, Onset etc. ("small syllables"). Along these lines: 
Anderson (1987:32) "t is simultaneously dependent of s and r, and the entire onset 
forms a construction headed by r" 
Sauzet (1993:75ss,143ss,1999:65). 
Rice (1992): the more complex the more sonorous. 
Sonority is a direct function of the amount of geometric structure (i.e. melodic primes and nodes): 
sonorants need a lot of geometric specification in order to be defined. On the other hand, obstruents 
(and stops among these) are the unmarked consonants. Therefore, they are defined by default with 
appeal to a smaller amount of geometric elements. 
Scheer (1996,1999,2004). 

 c. increasing evidence based on segmental alternations that sonorants are the big guys: 
they contain a lot of place definers: A, I, U. For example, [r] notoriously lowers 
preceding vowels (e.g. Harris 1994:244, Lindau 1985, Broadbent 1991,1996,1999) 
and appears as a low vowel when vocalized (English, German). Nasals have also 
lowering power. 
Coronal sonorants [r,l,n] are I-providers. E.g. Austrian German (Rennison 1978), 
Caribbean Spanish (Harris 1993, Harris 1997), Dutch (Scheer 1999), Italian (platea > 
piazza etc.). 
Richness of sonorants: Torre (2003), Sebregts (2004). 
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(7)  what exactly is counted when complexity is computed? All melodic primes or only place 

definers? (Scheer 2004:§52) 
 a. is there a formal segregation of place- and manner definers in the first place? 

 
classical GP: no � but tacitly yes: "resonance elements" vs. the rest 
everybody else: yes 
 
Dependency: Categorial (Manner) vs. Articulatory (Place) Gesture (Anderson & Ewen 
1987). Hulst (1994, 1995:92s, 1999:94ss,2000): Place in the Locational or the Place Gesture 
vs. the Categorial or Manner Gesture. 
Feature Geometry: in different branches. 

 b. arguments for a formal segregation of Place and Manner 
  - headedness 1: 

vocalic representations can only be headed by Place definers � this has never been 
made an explicit requirement, but all systems of privative vocalic structure follow 
it. That is, no vowel is headed by L, H, N. Only I, A, U, v head vocalic 
expressions. 

  - headedness 2: 
in Harris' (1990) system, Manner primes can head consonantal expressions. For 
example, bilabial stops are ?-headed, while labio-dentals are h-headed (probably 
just in order to have a means to make them different, the salient property of both 
being the presence of U as a dependent). 
If the notion of headedness is taken seriously and includes a phonetic correlate, 
heads contribute more to the phonetic output than operators. Hence ?-headed stops 
(such as bilabials) are expected to be more "stoppish" than those stops where the 
occlusion element ? is only an operator (such as dentals and velars). This 
prediction is not echoed by any kind of phonetic or phonological evidence: all 
stops are equally "stoppish". 

  - vocalic sonority 
the three degrees of aperture high, mid and low define vocalic sonority. They are 
calculated in complete absence of any specification regarding Manner: whether a 
vowel is nasal or not, whether it bears a high or a low tone, is entirely irrelevant 
for its sonority. Only I,AU define the sonority of vowels. So why should that be 
any different for consonants? 

  - counting manner definers is not fair play 
Charm was a hidden [±son] prime: the overt opposition between spontaneous and 
non-spontaneous voicing was simply recast as Charm, which in turn determined 
governing abilities and hence headship. The question why the low and the high 
tone, rather than any other prime, were selected as the vector of negative Charm 
was never raised, let alone answered. 
This contrast in complexity when Manner primes are counted is just as artificial as 
was the one established by Charm: sonorants will never be able to compete with 
obstruents because they lack the tone elements L and H as well as the noise 
element h by definition. 
Let us compare what is comparable: Place is the only feature that is shared by all 
sounds: vowels, sonorants and obstruents. Only here is a competition possible. L, 
H, N, h, ? are specifics. 
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(8)  how should manner be encoded: by particular primes or structurally ? 
The idea that manner should be encoded structurally rather than by specific primes has 
gained much ground since the early days of privative representation. 
This is true for all areas: 

 a. ATR 
  - Harris (1994): -ATR vowels are empty-headed. 
  - revised system SOAS: -ATR vowels are headless, ATR vowels are headed. 
 b. occlusiveness = getting rid of ? 

Jensen (1994) 
 c. Manner as such = occlusiveness ? and noise h 

Ritter (1997) 
headedness alone decides on stricture. That is, stops and laterals are headed (but 
never by a Manner-defining prime, except the glottal stop which is H-headed), while 
fricatives and rhotics are headless. Only nasals are L-headed. 

 d. Hulst (2002): no melody, just structure. 
 e. interpreting Manner as a structural property has been way less successful than 

making ATR structural. 
 f. everybody adheres to the general project of eliminating Manner primes. If one day 

we succeed in getting rid of them (by whatever means), the question raised under (7) 
becomes pointless: only Place definers will be left, and they will be the only thing 
that complexity can count. 
==> the two projects 1) only Place definers count for complexity and 2) getting the 
number of primes down to 5 are consubstantial: 1) actually anticipates on / supposes 
the success of 2).  

 
(9)  the triangle [u,w] � labials � velars (Scheer 2004:§43) 
 a. every theory must be able to somehow express the fact that labial consonants, velar 

consonants and [u,w] alternate with each other. They form a natural class. 
 b. this fact has been recognised since Jakobson's system. Its original motivation was an 

over acoustic correlate between labials and velars. 
In early post-SPE feature systems, it was represented by the feature [grave] (Hyman 
1973, Vago 1976, Odden 1978). 
In autosegmental feature-geometric trees, [grave] was captured structurally, rather 
than as an independent prime: the place-dominated node "peripheral" (Clements & 
Hume 1995, Avery & Rice 1989, Rice 1994,1996,1999a,b). 

 c. all privative systems propose one single prime, U, for roundness and labiality. Hence 
both properties are undissociable. Moreover, roundness is held to be the salient 
property of U. This makes wrong predictions (Roca 1994:120): 

  - U is absent from any non-rounded articulation. Back unrounded vowels [µ,F,√] 
exist. 

  - U must be absent from velar consonants [k,g,x,ƒ], which are all unrounded. 
Therefore velar consonants cannot alternate with either labial consonants or [u,w]. 
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 d. example alternation velar consonants � u: Czech vocative 
   Nominative Vocative spelling gloss 
  -i / Cpal__ kuu¯ kç¯-i kůň, koni horse 
   tçmaaS  tçmaaS-i Tomá�, Tomá�i Thomas 
   muS muZ-i mu�, mu�i man 
   lhaař lhaař-i lhář, lháři liar 
   złçÔEj złçÔEj-i zlodĕj, zlodĕji thief 
   słEc słEÔ-i sled', sledi herring 
  -u / Cvel__ hçx hçx-u hoch, hochu boy 
   gçŋk gçŋg-u gong, gongu gong 
   zdE¯Ek zdE¯k-u Zdenĕk, Zdeňku first name 
   ptaak ptaak-u pták, ptáku bird 
  -E / elsewhere   pEs ps-E pes, pse dog 
   dçktçr dçktçr-E doktor, doktore doctor 
   hçłup hçłub-E holub, holube pigeon 
   hrat hrad-E hrad, hrade castle 
   SEf Sv-E  �ev, �ve seam 
 e. interaction of [u,w] with labials is uncontroversial: everybody takes this as a fact. 
 f. interaction of velar and labial consonants: Latin > Romanian 
  lat rom gloss  
  noktem noapte night  
  lukta lupta fight  
  pectus piept breast  
 
(10) what should be the impact of cross-linguistic counts (segmental markedness) on the 

internal structure of segments? 
 a. possible answers: 
  - direct and full: 

what is unmarked is the truth and should be encoded by linguistic structure. 
Marked objects come into being by an extra operation based on the unmarked 
truth. 
OT is on this line. 
Feature Geometry is sympathetic. 
GP rejects this point of view. 

  - none 
linguistic theory ought to encode what a possible, not what a probable language is. 
Lass (1984:278s): 
"I propose introducing |µµµµ| �velarity� and |ω| �labiality�/�roundness�, and dispensing with |u| 
completely. |u| seems to conflate too many properties anyhow. [�] Overall I think it�s a good idea 
for ALL markedness considerations to be excluded from phonological characterizations. [�] 
Segments ought to code only their own properties, not statistics of cross-language distribution". 
Newmeyer (1998): "The irrelevance of typology for linguistic theory" 

 b. what do we do when there are several candidates for a given representation, some 
qualifying in some langue, others in others? 
Example: who is empty? Dentals or velars (talking of stops only)? 

  - g-zero alternation in Pular, which alone has founded the view in GP that velars are 
empty-headed (and bear no other place defining prime). By the way, this 
information cannot be retrieved from the GP literature, where the Pular case is left 
unmentioned and the empty-headedness of velars unmotivated. You need to talk to 
Jonathan if you want to know about it. 
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  - t-zero alternations in many languages; the glottal stop left aside, [t] is the typical 
eptenthetic consonant. 
e.g. in French: numéro � numéro-t-er, bijou � bijou-t-ier, café � café-t-ier etc., cf. 

Pagliano (2003). 
e.g. in German (Sprosskonsonant): mhg saf, obeZ, bâbes > Saft, Obst, Papst 

  - coronality is inert 
[t,d] are very often and very easily affected by phonological processes such as 
palatalisation etc., but never constitute their output (except epenthesis of course). If 
[t,d] lack melodic content, this observation receives a natural explanation: 
phonological processes transport, replace or delink primes. Hence, the adjunction 
of a prime to a given structure cannot possibly produce an empty object. On the 
other hand, nothing can be replaced within or eliminated from an empty object. 
Backley (1993) and Scheer (1999) along these lines. 

 c. what about structural markedness, i.e. implicational relationships of the kind "if a 
language bears fricatives / front rounded vowels, it also bears stops / front unrounded 
vowels, while the reverse is not true" ? 
Should phonological theory ignore this one as well? As a matter of fact GP does not: 
front rounded vowels are front unrounded vowels plus something, fricatives are stops 
plus something. 
I believe that structural markedness should be taken seriously: a theory where 
fricatives are the typical/ representationally fundamental consonants must be wrong. 

 
(11) summary 

things to be sorted out in the future 
 a. structuralism: any theory needs to somehow express systemic and universal influence 

on sound. Generative systems must find a way to implement/ express systemic forces. 
There is surely a variety of ways to do that, Licensing Constraints is one of them. 
Since 
1) Licensing Constraints have not been created for that purpose and 
2) the insight that there is sth as systemic pressure is only slowly growing in 
generative quarters, 
various solutions will hopefully run against each other � we are just at the very outset 
of research in this area. 

 b. markedness: segmental (=cross-linguistic counts) and structural (=implicational 
relationships). To which extent should segmental representations reflect them? My 
best guess: the former not at all, the latter yes. 

 c. privativity vs. binarity: privativity has won de facto. 
 d. reducing the number of primes � yes, but how? 

- structural encoding � yes, but this solution has its limits, cf. Jensen (1994). 
- relations among primes� 

 e.  complexity � YES! 
but how is it computed? Counting all primes or just Place? If Manner primes 
disappear, this question disappears as well. 

 f. are sonorants or obstruents the big guys? HEAVY consequences since syllable 
structure entirely depends on this question. All of Standard GP crashes if sonorants 
turn out to be rather complex. There is increasing evidence that indeed they are. So 
branching Onsets must be thought of as head-final� (Scheer 2004 is built on this 
scenario). 

 g. particular issues regarding place 
  - the triangle: [u,w] � labials � velars. 
  - which are the empty consonants: dentals (which ones) or velars? 
  - to which extent does A (co-)define dentals? 
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